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Maison Celine – a seaside collection that unites the
Swedish archipelago and the French Riviera with
exotic Caribbean elements.
Swedish wallpaper brand Decor Maison launches Maison Celine, a collection that moves effortlessly along the coastline and combines the cool Swedish waters and the sophisticated French Riviera with the colorful Caribbean surf. The
classic stripe with denim structure is joined by the hand-drawn Breton Stripe, which can be hanged both vertically and
horizontally. Ocean is a subtle wallpaper in beautiful color combinations that blends well with other patterns. Chevron
offers attitude with its graphical expression while Bella Palm and Shells surprise with exotic elements. Think salty
splashes, ocean-blue horizons and a soothing breeze of joie de vivre. Maison Celine is a smooth and expressive journey
between continents and oceans.
COLLECTION FACTS
Maison Celine is available in stores as of February 2017. The collection includes 35 wallpapers, of which two are digitally printed. The wallpapers are printed on WallSmart (Non Woven).
For further information, images or wallpaper samples for photoshoots, please contact:
Krister Magnusson, email krister@decormaison.se.
DECOR MAISON
It started with a love affair, which evolved on the friendship ties between France and Sweden. Although Decor Maison
now calls Sweden home, it’s the dual heritage that creates the brand’s timeless splendor and fuels its passion for interior
decoration. Celebrating the joy of living – joie de vivre – Decor Maison embraces those who follow their heart and
soul. Decor Maison is based in Borås and is part of the Gimmersta Group, which also includes Sandberg Wallpaper,
Rebel Walls and Tapetterminalen. Please follow Decor Maison’s “Joie de vivre movement” on Facebook and Instagram
(#maisonceline).
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3807-71 OCEAN

3806-21 SEAWEED
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3801-21 CHEVRON

3620 DENIM

